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I spent today in New York’s Metropolitan Museum of Art, arguably the world’s greatest
collection of mankind’s creativity and a tribute to a society that plans ahead for the
future—more about that further on.
I mention it because it speaks of a society which is undergoing a political catharsis not that
different from South Africa’s but, because of its conservative planning of the past, enjoys a
more assured future than our own which in no small measure is reflected in the enduring
strength of the Dollar. Here, I note that when I worked in the US in the middle 1970s it took
$1.25 to buy one South African Rand whereas today it requires R14.75 to buy a dollar.
If you care to work that out it is the result of an annual Rand depreciation rate of 6.1 percent
compound and it explains why foreign investors demand massively higher interest rates and
dividend yields when they invest into South Africa. My graph below illustrates how the Rand
has been declining over the years:

For the record the yield on South Africa’s R186 long bond is 9.19 percent while US long bonds
yield 3.39 percent; the difference between the two neatly explaining the rate of decline of South
African currency. And of course you need to apply the same test to every investment made into
South Africa from a hard currency developed country.
But to return to my reference to the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the US tax authorities allow
tax rebates for donations made to institutions like the Met. Thus, for example, a major
corporation or a very wealthy person with tax problems can buy a valuable artwork, hold it for a
year or two and then donate to a grateful museum which in turn might value it at a significantly
higher figure than the donor paid...and the donation is deductible from the individual’s or
corporate’s tax bill. Thus US society as a whole benefits from the process and the US
Government barely feels the consequence since in all probability the tax would otherwise have
been lost to another deferment scheme. For a few dollars then, ordinary folk get to see some
works of art which they might otherwise only previously have seen in reproductions and art text
books.

But, returning to the analogy, like South Africa, the US is in political crisis. Once again the talk
of impeachment is everywhere as President Trump’s tax affairs are increasingly becoming
public knowledge and, shades of the Jacob Zuma administration in South Africa, the major
talking point everywhere this past week has been the appointment of a high court judge with a
sexually tainted history. While women’s right's originations have been understandably up in
arms, the real underlying issue is the fact that the Trump administration is stacking the judiciary
with political conservatives who are less likely to be pro-poor and more likely to favour the
interest of the wealthy and the big corporations in the foreseeable future.

For those of you who have been regular readers of my writings over long periods, you will be
well aware that the future stability of the US financial system is severely threatened by US
national debt but barring the young who are already deeply burdened by the cost of having to
repay education loans out of salaries which have not advanced since the 2008 recession at the
same rate as they did for most of their parents’ lives, the added consequence of recent Trump
administration projects to reduce taxes on the wealthy at the cost of additional national debt hs
resulted in a growing awareness that their compulsory contributions to the national pension
scheme are unlikely ever to benefit them since it is clear that at the current rate these schemes
will be completely bankrupt within the next decade.
In a different sense then the US is not unlike South Africa where the kleptocracy that ruled us
for a decade has left the country with a burden of debt that it is unlikely ever to be repayable—
and with insufficient borrowing capacity to fund the economic stimulation we so desperately
need if we are to make a significant impact upon our massive unemployment problems, not to
mention issues like ageing infrastructure which are also common to both countries.
What is very evident this side of the |Atlantic, however, is that the average citizen has no idea
of the impending disaster which economists have labelled as the inevitability of the “Great
Reset” when governments will in the near future be unable any longer to meet the interest rate
cost of their borrowing. At least the average South African is very aware of how serious things
are and under president Ramaphosa we are attempting to head off the runaway express train
before the final crisis. The US, by contrast appears blissfully unaware and Trump
administration tub-thumping ahead of the mid-term elections, is assuring its citizenry that
Americans have never had it so good.
I have met few Americans who like what Trump stands for, but none who are aware of the
desperate problems that face their society. Note how the New York stock exchange continues
to set new records as if there were no crisis in the wings and as if the trade war with the rest of
the world is unlikely to contribute to a re-run of the Smoot Hawley incident that most scholars
argue was the principal cause of the Great Depression. Consider how that optimism is
reflected in my next graph of Wall Street’s S&P500 Index:

Let’s start with the purple trend line which emphasises that so far this year the S&P500 has
been rising at an annualised rate of compound 25.4 percent which is in sharp contrast with its
ten-year average of 9.7 percent as represented by the orange trend line. Note further ( red
projection) that ShareFinder thinks the market will continue to race ahead for most of this
month at an even more accelerated rate though the orange medium-term projection and the
green/red long-term projections both envisage a slowing down in the near future.

Turning to South Africa, the ShareFinder Blue Chip Index has been locked between two
descending parallel trend lines since late last year...that is for the duration of the Ramaphosa
administration during which South Africans have come to a clear understanding of just how
perilous our economic situation has become and, to date lacking any certainty as to whether
the ”Zuptas” will ever be brought to book, let alone whether we will ever see any of the stolen
money repaid into our desperately low state coffers.

So the decline was probably inevitable. But it also has to come to an end some time in the
future and ShareFinder projects that that sometime might not be too far ahead. Currently the
second week of November looks like being the time for the turnaround: the time when
investors who have built up cash reserves, should be most favoured to re-enter the market.

Prospects Portfolio
So let us turn to the Prospects Portfolio, noting once again that we sit with a comfortable cash
pile equal to a third of the total portfolio value and, as I stressed last month, there remains no
need to rush into buying decisions.

One should watch buying opportunities carefully and only buy at the bottom. Furthermore,
though I have selected Richemont, AVI, Adaptit, Assore, JSE and Transcap for future buying I
should again stress that I retained the shares in the existing portfolio on merit and if you do not
have any of these, you should prioritise them starting with Naspers which, last month I
suggested could fall to R2 941.
It has already fallen below that figure and in the immediate future an attractive low of R2 854 is
in sight with a possible R2 734 in late November. ShareFinder’s projection for Naspers is
below:

Advitech looks unlikely to bottom much before
late March while AVI could reach a final bottoming around the second week of November as
pictured in my graph on the right when R97
seems a current possibility.
Capitec might make a brief low of around R951
in the second week of November as pictured
below:
Clicks, similarly is due for a November low of
around R152 as pictured below:

You might have to wait several months for Discovery which looks to bottom in late January at
around R144 as pictured below:

Famous Brands could make an interim low in
October at around R92 but it could be worth
waiting until March when a further low might
be possible as pictured left. Meanwhile, below right, Italtile has been recovering for several months but is set to peak this month be-

fore heading down once again to the next low in
mid-January at around R13 as pictured below
right:
For Mr Price it is worth exercising patience since
ShareFinder projects that the next low could be
as far away as the end of June when, from current projection R164 might be possible. See my
graph below:

Meanwhile, Richemont is coming up for its
best buying level in late October when R109
might be possible as depicted in my graph on
the right:
Assore is likely to be on the way down for
many months so I will not consider it here.
However, JSE shares are likely to bottom in
mid-November at around R133 as pictured below:

Finally, Transcap appears likely to bottom
around November 6 at around R17 as pictured
in my final graph below:

Good hunting!

Top Performer Lists

In the following pages we publish lists of the
world’s top-performing shares which, we submit, should form the bulk of your investment portfolios in their respective countries or as suggested replacements for any in your portfolios that
are achieving lesser growth rates than the ShareFinder Blue Chip average growth rates which
head the lists.
The shares listed in the first block of each list have been selected because of their investment
grade quality, their very high dividend growth rates and superior investment safety. The second
block of ten offers significantly higher dividend growth rates but at the price of a greater degree
of investment risk.
The shares listed in the third block have been selected because of their investment grade quality and their very high price growth rates. These offer superior investment safety.
Those in the fourth block generally offer significantly higher price growth rates but at the price
of a greater degree of investment risk:

JSE Blue Chips to consider:

Top London Stock Exchange Performers:

Top New York Performers:

Top Australian Performers:

